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I. Characters + Development 
The 4 main characters are modeled after the ninja turtles as in there are two comic relief 
characters (Donnie and Mikey), and two level headed characters (Leo and Raph). 
 
Roger and Nelson are concerned about their grades. Chucky and Marcus are not, but are 
successful anyway. After making their fortune, Chucky and Marcus are not as serious 
about fucking with the school as Roger and Nelson. Chucky and Marcus treat it as just 
something to do. 
 
Roger Shlotzky 
 
Roger Shlotzky is the main character. He is level headed but very willing to fuck the 
school. Roger makes his fortune as president of a business that sells copper elbow pipes. 
His father was a plumber. 
 
Roger decides to fuck with the school out of a strong personal vendetta. He recruits his 
three best friends, Nelson, Chucky, and Marcus to help him. 
 
 STUDENT LIFE 

Roger Shlotsky is the valedictorian of his graduating class. During the graduation 
speech he insults and embarrasses the faculty as payback for them putting him 
through a terrible time throughout High School. As retaliation, he is not awarded 
his High School diploma (Perhaps due to some blue law), but only a certificate of 
attendance. 
 
CHARACTER GAGS 

• When expressing concern that he’ll never be able to do what he wants 
without a High School Diploma, the principle (or some sort of faculty) 
tells roger that “You can go be a plumber like your deadbeat dad over 
there”. 
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Nelson Goober 
 
Nelson Goober is the secondary main character. He is worried often. Although he 
understands the ridiculousness of what they are doing, he is still willing to go along with 
it. (Mainly because he goes along with much of what his friends have always done.) 
Nelson Goober is almost completely bald. He owns a hair regeneration business and is 
rich. He is also a psychiatrist. 
 
Nelson decides to fuck with the school out of a personal vendetta. Roger convinces him 
to go along with the idea. 
 
 
 

STUDENT LIFE 
At a young age, Nelson has started to bald. He wears a hat to cover it up, but the 
teachers and faculty always ordered him to take it off. He would often respond 
with “Do I have to?” 
 
CHARACTER GAGS 

• Nelson (adult) has an epiphany after being told by a student that he’s a fat 
booger man with no hair. These words were spoken to him when he was a 
student too. 

 
• “Fat booger man with no hair”, these words often haunted Nelson as a 

student. Towards the end of the film he finds the person who always call 
him this.  
He’s homeless.  
“Are you Michael?”  
“Yah”  
“You were right. I am a fat booger man with no hair!!!”  
 

• At the end of the movie Nelson Goober loses his wig, freaks out, and 
drives off in a limo. Before the credits roll, his wig blows across the 
screen. 
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Chucky Donovan 
 
Chucky Donovan becomes wealthy in cosmetic surgery for porn stars and/or celebrities. 
He went into the cosmetic surgery business because he thought it was hilarious that there 
was a lot of money in “ass bleaching”. 
 
Chucky decides to fuck with the school for fun, not because he holds a strong personal 
vendetta. 
 
 STUDENT LIFE 

Chucky Donovan was the stereotypical, sexually free cool kid. He was also very 
rebellious. Rather than being aroused by pornography, Chucky was very 
interested in it. We learn this when he gibes a presentation on asshole bleaching at 
school. The presentation is entitled, “Modern Standards of Beauty”. 

 
 CHARACTER GAGS 

• “Did you use color safe bleach?!!!” 
“You’re an idiot howard!” 
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Marcus Backster 
Marcus is stick thin and a very nerdy guy who is constantly doing drugs. 
Marcus Backster claims that he has made it rich by being the CEO or some sort of VIP of 
an electronics company. He actually is some how connected to organized crime or some 
other highly illegal behavior.  
 
Marcus decides to fuck with the school for fun, not because he holds a strong personal 
vendetta. 
 
 STUDENT LIFE 
 
 CHARACTER GAGS 

• In one scene, he has no clue how to operate a computer. 
• He has a phone conversation. To outsiders listening on, it sounds as if he 

is ordering a family to be killed. When asked what the conversation is 
about, Marcus simply responds, “Computers”. 
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II. Plot Ideas 
 
 ACT I 

• The first act can be described as a bunch of “sketches”. There is not much 
form to it. We meet out characters and get a sense of who they are. The 
miseries these students are going through are to be emphasized. The 
audience needs to be convinced that the school is a terrible place. 

 
• We never leave the school in ACT 1 and we do not involve the parents of 

any student. During the first act, the main characters are high school 
students. 

  
• In the beginning each student is sent to the principle’s office for a different 

reason. Chucky is sent because of his presentation on “Modern Standards 
of Beauty”. The reason our main character’s are sent to the principle’s 
office should probably be ridiculous and perhaps related to their character.  

 
o The first student we see in trouble is Roger. He’s sitting in the 

principle’s office. We flash back to whatever it was he got in 
trouble for. 

 
• We learn that these students who have been sent to the principle’s office 

are friends when we see them together at lunch time (or at gym). 
 
• Roger delivers a speech at graduation that makes the faculty and staff 

furious. Roger does not receive a High School diploma because of this. 
After not receiving his diploma, Roger is furious and can be seen tearing 
up his room while what was supposed to be his graduation party can be 
heard outside. We see his certificate of attendance that he got instead of 
his diploma hanging on the wall of his room. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ACT II 

• Act 1 transitions right into Act 2. The sounds of Roger’s graduation party 
and his crying become the sound of a celebration and Roger laughing at 
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his desk many years later. His copper elbow pipe company has just gone 
public and he has become insanely rich. We see Roger’s certificate of 
attendance that he got instead of his diploma hanging on the wall of his 
office. 

 
• Immediately after becoming very wealthy, Roger proceeds to start his plan 

to fuck with his old High School. He’s been bitter about not getting his 
diploma for years and knows exactly what he wants to do. He has gotten 
wealthy off of something very sterile, the total opposite of what he wanted 
to do with his life. 

 
• Roger is invited back to the school as a guest speaker. He is offered a job 

on the school committee. 
 
 
 
ACT II MISC IDEAS 

• Maybe only two of the characters are on the school committee. At first is 
starts with Roger who enlists Nelson. Eventually Roger goes mad. 

 
• Roger, Nelson, Marcus, and Chucky call themselves “The Board of 

Trustees” even though the school is a public school and only two of them 
are on the school committee. 

 
• Perhaps each member of “The Board” needs to deal with certain 

organizations related to the school. Maybe one board member needs to 
deal with the PTA. He hates them but has to figure out how to deal with 
them so that they are not alarmed with the new policies at the school. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ACT II/III MISC IDEAS 

• There is a power struggle amongst “The Board”. Everyone realizes that Roger has 
gone insane in bitterness and power. Perhaps Roger feels bad that they are fucking 
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with the students and may be compromising their future in a similar way that his 
own future was. 

 
• Something happens that causes the main characters to file for bankruptcy 

(probably villain related). This is all just a major hoax though. “The Board” return 
richer than they were before due to some previous investments. Using their new 
wealth, they build a very impressive private school across (or very close to) the 
public school that is free to attend. After the private school opens, the public 
school receives no students. All the shitty faculty members and staff lose their 
jobs. The only faculty and staff that are rehired are the good ones (70s Janitor). 
The students’ lives return to normalcy. 

 
• “The Board”, become permanent members of the private school staff? 

 
 
 
 
III. MISC Gags 
 
Replace Lunch ladies with Playboy Bunnies 
 
Fat Portuguese girls in belly shirts. Many pregnant. 
 
(Brandon hit pregnant lady with wooden cooking spoon) 


